Hello, my name is Richard Norman
For nearly 20 years my wife Margaret & I ran the Eden Workshops a system of craft workshops devoted
to the exploration of the Book Arts.
During that time we worked in almost total isolation and seclusion in the grounds of a very private
monastery in rural England. We developed four book related skills; hand book binding, paper marbling
and book edge marbling, printing & box making and took those skills to high levels of excellence.
In 1997 after nearly 20 years running the Eden Workshops we were voted a National Living Treasure
by Country Life magazine for our contribution to the Book Arts.

In 2004 we decided to close our workshops and move out here to Southern France, I now concern
myself with teaching and have the time to concentrate on aspects of the book arts that interest me.
I have been approached by several people who have asked me to advise them with regard a starters
pack for novice and aspiring binders, I am only to happy to provide this service, just ask.
I also provide a block making service to book binders at prices about four times lower than that
charged for making blocks in brass.
I have published several manuals concerned with the book arts and will be releasing more very shortly,
all these manuals can be found on my website and are free to download, here is a list of current and
forthcoming manuals free to download from http://www.edenworkshops.com

If you are interested in gilding in particular please do check out our new website at:
http://www.gold-vault.com

Sterling Silver Book Clasps
Being concerned largely with liturgical binding, I have been asked many times to fit book clasps to
anything from small devotional books to large Family bibles.
This book clasp is a development of a very old idea; you will find it useful for any type of book that has
a board thickness of 3mm or more. You will not need special tools, pliers, a hand drill, hammer and a
soldering iron are the basic requirements plus a scalpel and a couple of sanding blocks fitted with a
coarse and fine abrasive paper. You will find it useful if you have a nipping press, but this is not
essential.
Of necessity this is quite a long tutorial, in order to make it fail proof, a picture of
every step of the process is supplied, but when you have made a pair of clasps or two you may well find
that you will not need to lean on this tutorial so much.
Just for your interest’s sake, if you are a professional binder, costs will be a very important
consideration. This method of producing a set of bespoke book clasps adds about 2 hours labour plus
materials to the cost of a large high quality full leather binding.

Ok, we start assuming that you have completed the sewing of the book to be fitted with clasps. It is
best by far to use millboard for the boards of the book, millboard is tougher than greyboard. The
shoulders of the book determine what thickness of board to use, in this case the shoulders were 4mm
high, so two pairs of 2mm boards were cut exactly to the final size of the book. We need a pair of
boards because we are going to sandwich the silver fittings between them.

Taking a pair of the boards, draw a line about 3/4 of an inch down the side, then
measure in from each end about 2 inches and draw two lines 1/2 an inch apart, as shown in the
illustration.

Taking the silver wire, cut two lengths 3 inches long, and with a pair of pliers bend the wire to the
shape shown above. The wire that is pressed together in two strands should be about 1/2 an inch in
length.

Take one of the boards and place the board over the bent silver wire as shown in the top picture. The
tip of the wire should hang over the edge of the board by about 3/16 of an inch. Then, using masking
tape, stick the wires into the position shown above.

Taking another board and making sure that the two marry up perfectly, tape them in position with
masking tape.

Place the boards between two pressing boards and either put them in a nipping press, or clamp the
pressing boards together with "G" clamps and tighten the press/clamps as much as you can...we need
a lot of pressure here.

Boards in the nipping press or....

Pressed together with "G" clamps, if using clamps as above, place the clamps right over the silver
wire, so that as much pressure as possible is bought to bear where it is needed.

Leave the boards overnight. The next day take them out of the press and after removing the
masking tape used to hold the boards together, separate the boards and mark the silver wires "A" and
"B" both on the tape and on the board so that you know which belongs where.

Remove the silver wire and you should see on both boards a clear impression of where the wire was on
the board.

Taking your scalpel, carefully cut around the outline of the impression, ultimately we are going to
cut a recess for the wire to lay in so we want it to be a snug fit. Millboard being as tough as it is will
blunt a scalpel blade quickly, unless you are in the habit of re-sharpening you blades you will tend to
get through several of them making these clasps.

When you have cut around the outline of the wire on both boards, using the tip of
your scalpel pick out a layer of board a little less than a millimeter deep, as shown above.

Using PVA glue, glue out the board and insert the sliver wire into the recesses we have just made.

Now take the other board and sandwich the two together, make sure that the edges of the boards
marry up as perfectly as possible, and then tape the edges as shown to hold the boards together.
Place in a nipping press or clamp using boards and "G" clamps and put the board under moderate
pressure, make sure the boards do not slide due to the effect of clamping, leave to dry overnight.

After the boards are dry we then think about "cushioning" the outer edges of the boards, boards
which are of a considerable thickness can appear overly thick and crude when covered in leather, to
make them appear more elegant we reduce the thickness of the outer edges, by first cutting a
bevel with a scalpel and then sanding to form a curved edge, begin the bevel with a scalpel as shown
above.

Use a new scalpel blade as needed, take off about a 1/4 of an inch wide strip and reduce the
thickness of the board by about 3/32 of an inch.

When a 1/4 of an inch strip has been removed, lower the angle of the scalpel slightly and shave off
another strip a further 1/8 of an inch wide.

Having worked your way along the front edge of the board we now turn our attention to the sides of
the board.
Note: When beveling the sides of the board, take care to begin the cut about 1/16 of an inch in from
the end, see the top left
hand corner of the illustration.

When you have completed beveling all three edges of the board, take a sanding
block fitted with a coarse abrasive, and, working from the middle of the board outwards and pulling the
block, not pushing it...round off the beveled edge.

Note: For some books, in particular Bibles, you may choose to leave the edge with a
bevel on it rather than round it off.

After you have finished sanding the edges they should have a profile something like this.
Something I often do after I have finished profiling the boards is to make up some stiff starch paste
and using my fingers rub a little paste all over the board, when it is dry I then gently sand over the
board with a fine abrasive block, this gives an extremely smooth finish to the board, and also acts as a
"key" for the leather when covering.

Now we come to the other pair of boards. Glue them together with PVA glue, tape
the edges together, press and allow to dry. When dry, remove the tape as before
and using a scalpel cut around the shaded area to a depth of about 3/32 of an inch.

Using the tip of the scalpel, or any thin flat edged tool, gently lever out the two
pieces of board with the shaded area as shown above. Note: Make sure you
identify each piece so you know which slot it came from and retain the pieces of
board for later.

Using a chisel, bring the flat edge right up to the back edge of the slot as shown
above, place on a wooden board or piece of waste greyboard and with a hammer cut right through to
the waste board below.

Turn the chisel round so that the bevel edge of the chisel is facing towards the
back as shown and move back about 1/16 of an inch from the first cut, again, using
a hammer cut right through to the waste board below.

When you have made the two cuts with the chisel, using your scalpel cut through
the sides of the 1/16 of an inch strip you have exposed and remove the strip
leaving a slot.

This is what you should be looking at after removing the strip of board with a scalpel.

Turn the board over, and from the sides of the slot draw a rectangle as shown
about 1.5 inches long. Note: We are going to use these pieces of board later, so
make sure you identify them so you know which is which. Then using your scalpel,
cut round the edges of the rectangle to a depth of about 3/32 of an inch.

Again, using your scalpel or any thin flat bladed tool, pick out the
two rectangles as shown above.

Next, using a hand drill and a 1/16 of an inch drill bit, drill a hole through the board
in the position shown above.

Drill three more holes as illustrated, you may find that where the drill bites through
the other side of the board that he edges of the hole are a little ragged, if that is the
case, trim across the top of the hole with your scalpel or sand smooth with fine
abrasive paper.

Once again we are going to bevel the edges of the board and then
sand smooth. Begin the bevel about 1/16 of an inch in from the slot,
not right up to the edge, as shown above.

Here I am beveling the far edge of the board, notice again how I
start the bevel about 1/16 of an inch in from the edge of the slot.

When you have finished beveling the edges of the board, sand the edges into a
smooth curved profile.

Turn the board over and mark out an area about 1/8 of an inch long and as wide as
the hole that has been drilled. Cut around the marked out area with a scalpel to a
depth of about 1/8 of an inch.

Using a scalpel, pick out the pieces of board you have cut around as shown above.
Ok...that has taken care of the preparation of the boards, check them over, look at
the profiles and make sure you are satisfied with the finish you have obtained, you
can also feel a little pleased with your self at this stage, this is precision craft
engineering after all!
I recommend the idea of rubbing paste into the boards and after
drying, sanding with fine abrasive paper, the paste soaks into the
surface of the board a little, dries hard, and allows you to get a very
smooth finish with a fine abrasive paper.

Now we turn our attention to the rest of the silver fittings. What determines the
size of these fittings is the size of the book, we will look at plaiting with three and
four strands later on, the book I am binding is about 2 inches thick and a three plait
is plenty for this size of book. We are therefore trying to get fittings forming a
triangle, the width of each side being the width of the three strands of vellum
placed side by side...how wide your strands of vellum are will again depend upon
the size of the book you are making clasps for, for this book I opted for strands
about 1.8 of an inch wide, thus the sides of the triangular fittings are 3/8 of an inch
wide. Try to make sure that the ends of the silver fitting are touching each other, or
at least very close to one another.

Next, we have to solder the two ends of the fitting together...most general purpose
soldering irons come in a 15watt size, this wattage soldering iron is perfect for this
job, I use ordinary solder for this but you can if you wish use silver solder which is
available from the supplier of silver wire listed at the end of this tutorial.

The solder should naturally flow into a smooth cylindrical shape and leave no
rough edges, if for whatever reason your soldered joint does have rough edges,
either re-make the joint or sand the joint smooth with a fine file. It is important that
the joint is smooth so that it does not chafe the edges of the vellum thongs and
wear through them.

Next we are going to form the silver staples that provide reinforcement and also add a very
professional finish to the clasp. You will need a hard metal surface; I am using a piece of printer’s
furniture, and a small hammer. Make sure that the hard metal surface you are using is as flat and as
smooth as possible, the hammered surface will have hammered marks in it, this is not a problem as
this surface will be hidden, but the other surface will be exposed, so make sure you choose
something which is hard, flat and smooth. You are going to need two pieces about 1 and a half
inches long, the silver is quite soft, but you will still need to strike the silver firmly with the
hammer, work your way along the wire, hammering as you go, we are looking to take the round out
of the wire and get a flat ribbon...you can buy silver ribbon, but you would then have to purchase
it separately and it would increase the cost of the project. Flatten the wire until it is about three
times as wide as it is thick. When you have hammered out your silver wire and formed it into a
ribbon, cut two pieces 1 and a half inches long and place them to one side.

Now we want to put a fine polish to our silver fittings. I suggest using a wooden block onto which has
been stuck a piece of dense grained leather such as goatskin,
Onto the leather pour a little brass or silver polish, and give the fittings a really good rub, I take a little
time over this, the
ribbon which has been hammered out sometimes has slight marks on the surface which can be
polished out using this method, buff the fittings with a cotton cloth occasionally and examine them for
blemishes, if you do not, be certain your customer will!

OK...we should now have our boards formed and sanded smooth, our fittings made
and polished till they glow.

Next we move on to cutting the vellum for plaiting into strips. As I
mentioned, the size of the fittings will depend upon the size of the
book, in this case I decided that the strips should be 1/8 of an inch
wide, the vellum when cut into strips like this should be in length,
four times the thickness of the book.

Here you can see that the three vellum strips equal the width of the
silver fitting, sometimes, when working with plaits consisting of
four, five or even six strands, for the sake of elegance we may want
to keep the size of the fittings on the small side, in which case it is
perfectly ok to place the strands one on top of the other and not lay
them side by side, as long as the appearance of the clasp is not
adversely affected you can please your self.

Glue out the strips of vellum on one side and just over half the
length, thread the strands through the fitting and gently rub down
the vellum so that it sticks, I keep a small pot of pva glue that I have
allowed to become thick by allowing some of the water in it to
evaporate, this is perfect for this job, you want an adhesive with a high tack.

Place the fittings, with the threaded strands of vellum fitted and glued, and place them between
boards, give them a gentle press and allow them to dry.

When dry, remove from between the boards and plait the three
strands together, I think everyone knows how to plait three strands
don't they? Vellum is a stiff and difficult material to work with when
dry, it may be necessary to tape the ends together with masking
tape to stop them from unraveling.

Next, take a sponge and run it under a warm tap...squeeze most of
the water out, and then gently run the sponge down each face of
the plait, do this two or thee times, that will be sufficient, we are just
trying to introduce a little dampness into the vellum. Too much
moisture will result in parts of the pressed vellum becoming almost
transparent... so not too much moisture please.

Leave the vellum for a minute or two, and then stretch it between
your fingers, pull it quite tight.

After you have stretched the vellum thongs, place them between a pair of clean
smooth boards and put them under moderate pressure, leave overnight until dry.

When binding books that are to be bound in full thickness leather, it is the custom to fit what are
called "stretchers" to the inside of the boards, these consist of, typically, brown ribbed craft paper
which has been thoroughly wetted so as to allow the fibers of the paper to soak up water and
expand, then most of the excess water is blotted from the paper, and while still damp the paper is
stuck to the back of the boards using paste/pva. They have the effect of counteracting the "pull"
of drying leather, so that the boards do not end up becoming convex, or bowed, on a large book
more than one stretcher may have to be applied, this after the first has dried properly ...First the
stretchers are cut over size.

Having been thoroughly wetted and now damp, the stretchers are pasted out and
stuck to the back of the boards. (To "wet" the kraft paper it is best to spray the
paper first with a 50/50 solution of Industrial Methylated Sprits...IMS...and water,
this will break the surface tension of the paper and allow water to soak straight in
to the fibre structure of the paper, if you do not have IMS, ordinary Methylated
spirit will do at a pinch, or put the kraft paper into very hot water, this will have the

same effect, After "wetting" the kraft paper should be blotted to get most of the
moisture out of the paper)

The board is turned over and the paper rubbed well down with the heel of the
hand, at the same time the paper should be smoothed outwards from the center,
this has the effect of stretching the paper over the board, so that when dry the
stretcher will have the effect of pulling the board inwards slightly, this will
counteract the effect of the drying leather which will want to pull the board in the
opposite direction.

When the stretcher is dry, the paper is cut out to leave the recessed parts of the
boards exposed as shown above. The board having had a stretcher applied should

be very slightly concave now. The result should be a board which when covered with leather, is at least
flat and ideally very slightly concave, if necessary; another stretcher can be added to
facilitate this. The boards of the book would now be laced on to the text block, and now be ready
for covering in leather, the next stage involves the book having had the leather
prepared for covering and drawn over the book, the head and tail of the book
having been turned in, we are now dealing with the front edges of the boards and
how they effect us.

Here you can see the book as it is being covered in leather, the cusp of the clasp
will have to pass through the front edge of the leather after it has been turned over
the front board, using your scalpel, note where the cusp protrudes from the edge of
the board and measure out from the edge by that amount and make a small slit for
the cusp to pass through.

Turn in the leather and feed the cusp through the slit, then, using a bone folder,
gently push the leather back to the edges from around the cusp, take care, when
damp, leather is rather unforgiving and it can mark very easily.

Again using a bone folder, gently accentuate the carved edges of
the board, later when the leather is very nearly dry these areas can
be gone over with a warm single line pallet or fillet to emphasize
these parts of the board.

On the back board, where the leather passes over the recessed areas, press the
leather down firmly. Normally I place several sheets of thick blotting paper under

the boards of the book and allow it to dry, in our normally damp climate I find that
overnight is sufficient drying time, I like for their to be just a little dampness in the
leather when it comes to doing any blind tooling, when a hot tool comes into
contact with slightly damp leather, the tooled area darken nicely.

Using the pieces of board which you have kept, place them into the recesses on
the back board and gently press them into place, then taking care to set the joints*
before closing, place blotting paper under the boards of the book and also several
sheets on the top and bottom, place between boards and put under a gentle
pressure, a couple of house bricks covered in buckram does this very well.
*When I teach this method to my students, we go into the subject of setting joints
in some detail, if you are uncertain what this involves, look at any decent
bookbinding manual for instructions as to what this involves....in another
tutorial...Step by Step Fine Binding, I go into this in depth, as it is of crucial
importance.

After drying overnight, gently open the book, it may be a good idea to damp the
outer joints with water and allow the leather to soften a little before doing this,
using a scalpel, cut the leather away from the areas which we have recessed to
accept the silver staples.

Remove the pieces of board which by now will have nicely accentuated the
recessed areas on the back board, and, using a scalpel cut a slit through which the
vellum thong will pass, and cut two small slits which will allow the staples to pass
through.

Now, take the silver wire which has been hammered into a ribbon and polished...the
silver is gleaming and free from marks yes? Of course it is...bend down the two legs
of the staple so that they match the width of the slots cut into the board; with wire
snips trim the ends of the staple to a point as shown above.

Now take the vellum thongs and pass them through the slits you have previously cut.

Close the book, the vellum thongs should be a tight fit through the
slits and their should be plenty of friction to hold them in place, pull
them through and close the clasp as shown, we do want a tight fit at
this stage, their are several factors which could be mentioned here
which can affect the eventual tightness of the clasps, such things

as leather joints which are fitted later will cause the clasps to be
tighter than they appear now, also hidden cloth joints will affect the
tightness of the clasps, for this exercise it is sufficient to mention
these factors in passing. In another tutorial "The Thousand Year
Binding" I go into these factors in detail.

When you are happy that the clasps fit tightly, use pieces of masking tape to hold
the vellum thongs in position as shown above.

Now open the book and using a scalpel cut the
vellum exactly where it meets the edge of the board.

Fill the recessed area with pva glue, not right to the top, as we are
going to replace the pieces of board we cut out and kept to blank
this area off, but it is important to put plenty of glue in here as you
can see, effectively this is what will be holding the vellum thong in
place, I have toyed with the idea of putting a silver stud through the
board and thus riveting the thong in place but this seems to me to
be a case of over engineering in the extreme.

Take the piece of board we have previously removed and press it down firmly into
the recess, wipe away any glue that is pushed up from around the edges, allow to
dry. Note that it is not the object to push this piece of board down flush with the
board itself, perhaps 1/16 of an inch will stick up proud of the board, that's fine.

When dry, using your scalpel pressed flush with the board, trim away the proud
edges as shown above.

Now take the staples and push them through the slots as shown above.

Using a pair of pliers, bend the legs of the staple over as shown, you may find that
you have to snip them to size, you will not be able to bend them over a right angles
owing to the "give" in the leather and board, but bend them over as far as they will go.

Using a punch or an old drill bit gently hammer the edges of the staple down into the
recess as shown above.

Next, cut pieces of grey board to fit on top of the staple legs and
glue them in position as shown.

Next, cut a piece of thick blotting paper or thin
greyboard 1/4 of an inch smaller than three edges of
the board and with just a spot of pva on the back,
glue it into position, we will want to remove this later,
so just a small spot of glue to hold it in position.

Using your scalpel cut through the card and the leather about 1/16
of an inch in around all three edges, firm pressure on the scalpel
needed for this.

Remove the card liner, and also remove the surplus leather leaving
an area into which the card can then be glued into place, this neatly
covers all the working underneath and also ensures that the liner is
a perfect fit. Do the same to the other board.

And there you have it...close the boards of the book
and allow the liners to dry, and then fit your endpapers or
doublures and pastedowns.

You can now run a single line fillet or pallet around
the raised areas of board to add a finishing touch.
Having damped and stretched the thongs they will
not stretch any more, on the contrary as they dry
they will tend to shrink just a little bit, if necessary
you can bend the cusps slightly upwards to ensure
that the clasp does not inadvertently come undone.

3 & 4 strand plaits plus variations.

Here are some 3 and 4 plait ideas for you, you can of course consider extending the
plaited vellum thong across the whole of the board, lacing it up and over the board
as you go, some very intriguing designs can be obtained by doing this.

A simple four way plait using two double strands.

A method of joining a four way plait.

A method of joining a four way plait.

A method of joining a three strand plait.

Suppliers of Materials.
Drawn sterling silver wire in round and ribbon forms among others, can be
obtained online from this link. You can also find other useful fittings in both
sterling silver and 9 carat gold here.
http://www.gouldsjewellers.co.uk/
This contact will supply you with vellum off cuts.
William Cowley, Parchment Works, 97 Caldecote Street
Newport Pagnell, Buckinghamshire,MK16 0DB, England
Tel:(44) 01908 610038
FAX:(44) 1908 611071
http://www.williamcowley.co.uk/
………………………………

I hope you have found this manual of interest, check out www.edenworkshops.com for some good
bargains with regard bookbinding papers and gilding materials.

Richard Norman

Finish

Advertisment

The Gold Vault is a new website solely devoted to achieving antique and
other distressed finishes to gold leaf and composition gold leaf.
We explore the methods behind creating such finishes as this, our Standard Antique Finish.

We look at what we consider to be the most reliable and easy to apply crackle glazes available.

Applying gesso and obtaining distressed finishes like these is quite simple, we look at this technique in
depth and show you that you do not need expensive equipment or materials to achieve these finishes.

There are also Gilding Kits available which supply all the materials needed to achieve these finishes
plus a comprehensive manual which talks you thought the process’s involved and is very fully
illustrated.
This manual;

How to Achieve Distressed & Antique Finishes to Composition Gold Leaf
Is now available can be downloaded for free.

In this manual are the complete instructions for each of the kits we supply.
The manual is free to download here.

